
SwiftRiver Platform Accounts
Owners of rivers and buckets; basically the people in SwiftRiver.

Field Guide

Field Type Read/Write Required on Create Description

id String R The unique identifier for

the account.

account_path String RW Y The screen name / alias

for this account in

SwiftRiver

owner Users RW User that created the

river.

follower_count Int R Number of users following

the account.

following_count Int R Number of users the

account is following.

is_owner Boolean R True when the

authenticating user owns

the account.

is_collaborator Boolean R True when the

authenticating user is a

collaborator in the

account.

is_following Boolean R True when the

authenticating user is

following the account.

private Boolean RW N True when the account is

not publicly accessible.

date_added String R RFC822 formated date

time string of when the

account was created. E.g.

"Wed, 27 Aug 2008

13:08:45 +0000"

river_quota_remaining Int R Number of rivers the

account can create.

active Boolean R True when the account is

verified and active.

token String R Available when the

account is created. Used

for activating the account.

rivers River R N List of rivers in the

account.

collaborating_rivers River R N List of rivers the account

is collaborating on.
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following_rivers River R N List of rivers the account

is following.

buckets Buckets R N List of buckets in the

account.

collaborating_buckets Buckets R N List of buckets the

account is collaborating

on.

following_buckets Buckets R N List of buckets the

account is following.

User

Field Type Read/Write Required on Create Description

id String R The unique identifier for

the user.

name String RW Y The account's name as

provided by the user

email String RW Y The account's email

address

username String RW Y Access id

password String W Y Access password

date_added String R RFC822 formated date

time string of when the

user was created. E.g.

"Wed, 27 Aug 2008

13:08:45 +0000"
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